Support science instruction
with these useful strategies
By Julie Jackson, Gayle Allen,
and Gail Dickinson

M

aking connections is always an important task for
teachers. Science teachers are encouraged to connect
new learning with students’ prior knowledge, learning with student interests, learning with cultural experiences,
and classroom activities across academic disciplines. Strategies that facilitate these connections help teachers enrich and
enhance instruction. We’ve found two strategies—connections
charts and book talk groups—to be excellent ways to guide
teachers in using trade books and other narrative informational
literature to support student learning in science. (See sidebar,
“What Is Narrative Informational Literature?,” p. 28, and Figure
1, p. 29, for more information on these topics.) After introducing the two methods, we describe our experiences with implementing the methods in a fifth-grade classroom.
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The Connections Chart

A picture is worth a thousand words, and a connections chart provides a picture—a visual framework—to
organize the learning that is taking place in a classroom.
The connections chart (Figure 2, p. 30) is a synthesis of
promising practices suggested in language arts, reading,
and science education research. It contains elements
of the KWL chart (Ogle 1986), reading elaborative
processes (Fountas and Pinnell 2001), and current
learning research (NRC 2000). The connections chart
is routinely used to introduce new topics, activate prior
knowledge, solicit questions, develop vocabulary, and
generate interest in a selected topic.
Connections charts may be used at any point in a science unit. The science content of the selected literature
determines the placement of this activity within a unit.
Connections charts may be used at the beginning of a
unit to introduce a topic, in the middle of a unit to reinforce instruction, or at the conclusion of instruction to
assess understanding. Students are typically presented
with an overview of the entire chart. Discussions usually include a review of the terminology included on the
chart and the importance of completing each section.
A connections chart can be drawn on a large piece
of butcher paper and hung on a wall for whole-class
instruction. Small groups may work together to cre-

What Is Narrative Informational
Literature?

Information books play an important role in science
instruction because they support content learning in
context while impacting students’ appreciation for
science-based literature (Madrazo 1997). In fact, Carl
Sagan (1996) stated that his “interest in science was
maintained through all those school years by reading
books and magazines on science fact and fiction.”
Books that provide accurate science content embedded in an engaging story vicariously expose students
to science facts, introduce new concepts, and expand
vocabulary. Stories that include problems that need
solutions use science-process skills to inform character
decisions. Making observations, collecting data, and
asking questions are common themes found in stories
that maximize science learning.
Narrative informational biographies connect science
content with the history of science and the contributions of scientists. They help students become familiar
with scientists while illustrating how history and culture
influence scientific endeavors (Tompkins 2003). Science biographies introduce students to the reality that
“women and men of various social and ethnic backgrounds—and with diverse interests, talents, qualities,
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ate one chart, or students may prepare individual
connections charts that remain in their science notebooks. The connections chart is designed to help
students activate prior knowledge and monitor the
acquisition of new knowledge while making realworld connections.
At the beginning of a science lesson or unit, students
make prior knowledge explicit by listing what they believe or already know about the topic and the sources
of their prior knowledge on the chart.
We live in an information-rich, technology-infused
world and students need to learn how to evaluate the
information they encounter. Having students stop to
consider the question Where or how did they learn what
they know or believe to be true? helps students recognize
the importance and power of media (Internet, TV, print,
movies) as an information source and how their learning has been influenced and developed over time.
Next, students formulate questions about the topic.
What about the topic are they wondering? These questions are used to drive later book talk groups and classroom discussions. To complete the connections chart,
students list what they have learned from the reading
and group discussions. This allows students to monitor
their own learning and compare what they have learned
to what they initially believed to be true. Students take
and motivations—engage in the activities of science”
(NRC 1996, p. 170).

Choosing Narrative Informational Literature

Teachers are urged to be cautious when selecting narrative informational literature for use in their classrooms.
All science content should be accurate, recognizable,
and reflect state and national science education standards. Checklists for choosing narrative informational
literature for teaching science have been developed and
field-tested (Mayer 1995; Dreher and Voelker 2004).
Figure 1 (p. 29) contains a summary of questions
teachers should ask when choosing science-based
narrative informational literature. Teachers can also
consult the annual Outstanding Science Trade Books
for Students K–12 list (www.nsta.org/publications/
ostb) for nonfiction trade book suggestions. The
Children’s Book Council and selected NSTA experts
review hundreds of books every year. Reviewers look
for books that are scientifically accurate and engaging. This list is a good place to look for outstanding
literature for your classroom science library. We have
also compiled a list, available online, of narrative informational trade books that meet these criteria (see
NSTA Connection).

Connections Charts and Book Talk Groups
responsibility for and direct future learning by listing
ways that they can access additional information. Finally, students connect their new knowledge with the
real world by completing the How is this connected to
my world? section of the chart. Making personal connections helps students connect science content to the
world they know (Yager 2004).

Book Talk Groups

Book talk groups provide a flexible structure that
encourages students to engage in critical thinking
and reflection as they read, listen, and discuss carefully chosen nonfiction science trade books. Book talk
groups are easy to start and can involve whole-class
instruction (discussion) or groups of three to five
students who are reading the same book. The number
of books available determines the size of the groups.
Connections charts provide a place to record questions, focus book group discussions, organize ideas,
and provide opportunities for personal reflection.
Before dividing students into book talk groups, we suggest reviewing the connections chart with the whole
class. Teachers using the chart with their students for
the first time should explain that the connection “to
self ” means a connection to “me” and that “media”
includes textbooks, the internet, movies, TV, newspapers, magazines, and libraries.
Once the students are divided into small groups,
they are given a set amount of time to complete the
story and the connections charts. Each student has the
same job: question generator. While reading the story,
each student should write questions in the “What do
you wonder about” section of the chart. They should
each develop at least three questions about the book or
science concepts related to the story that they would
like to discuss. Usually the best discussion questions
come from their own thoughts, connections, feelings,
and concerns experienced while reading. Teachers may
also use the question prompts listed below to jumpstart
student thinking:
s 7HAT WAS GOING THROUGH YOUR MIND WHILE YOU
read this?
s (OW DID YOU FEEL WHILE READING THIS PART OF
the book?
s 7HAT QUESTIONS DID YOU HAVE WHEN YOU FINISHED
this section?
s $ID ANYTHING IN THIS SECTION OF THE BOOK SURPRISE
you? Why?
s $ID YOU ENCOUNTER ANY NEW VOCABULARY 7HAT
was it?

A Classroom Example

talk group lesson using Stone Wall Secrets by Kristine
and Robert Thorson (1998). Stone Wall Secrets is a
compelling story about a real-world problem that the
reader and the main characters, Adam and his grandfather, need to solve. The narrative describes how the
rocks in an old farm fence were formed, weathered,
eroded, and transported and explains how the everyday landscape provides clues to the past.
To begin, before students are assembled into their
book groups, the class reviewed a blank connections

Figure 1.
Checklist for Evaluating Narrative
Informational Literature:
Book Title:
Author:
Reading level:
Publisher:
Date of publication:
Is the science content recognizable?
Yes
No
Is the story factual?
Yes
No
Is fact discernible from fiction?
Yes
No
How many misrepresentations does the book have?
0 1 2 3 4 5+
Are the illustrations correct?
Yes
No
Are the illustrations/photographs visually appealing?
Yes
No
Are characters portrayed with gender equity?
Yes
No
Are characters portrayed with cultural sensitivity?
Yes
No
Are animals portrayed naturally?
Yes
No
Does the story promote a positive attitude toward
science and technology?
Yes
No
Will children find the book engaging?
Yes
No
Recommended for classroom use
Yes
No
Additional Comments:
*Adapted from Mayer 1995, Dreher and Voelker 2004

The following example highlights the experience of a
fifth-grade teacher who implemented a three-day book
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chart to clarify terminology. Students decided to add
some phrases to clarify each connection, such as adding “What does it have to do with me?” under the “a
connection to self ”; “how you learn” underneath “connection to media” to jog the appropriate meaning; and
“why we care” underneath the “connection to world”
to help guide students in what to write there.
Then the students were divided into small groups.
They were given two class periods to complete reading Stone Wall Secrets, generate and discuss their

questions, and complete their individual connections
chart. Some groups completed the story in the first day,
and others took as long as all of day two. The groups
varied in the time it took to read the story because some
groups stopped and discussed the book as they read
and others read all the way through and discussed the
story after they finished reading it. Upon completion
of the book and group discussions, the students were
asked to complete a group connections chart. On the
third day of the project, the whole class reconvened

Figure 2.

Connections chart.
Connections
To Self
“me”

What do I believe?

What do I wonder?

To Media Source of information—Where did
I learn it?

How can I find out more?

To World How is this connected to my world?—Why do I care?
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What have I learned?

Connections Charts and Book Talk Groups
and discussed individual and group connections
charts and then their ideas were consolidated into a
class connections chart that was constructed using an
overhead transparency.
Before reading Stone Wall Secrets, these students
were asked if they felt that rocks were interesting. The
general consensus was that rocks were not very interesting. After completion of the book talk groups and
taking time to make personal connections, however,
many students began showing a greater interest in
Earth science, bringing to class on their own accord
rocks that they found significant. Because of the high
interest, students were allowed to discuss their rocks
with the class, and the class observed the rocks one
by one. Eventually, students collected enough rocks to
create a miniature stone wall in their classroom. Finally,
students wrote essays about their individual rocks. How
were they formed? What natural events influenced the
shape, color, and size of the rock? This activity unraveled
the secrets of the classroom stone wall just as the Stone
Wall Secrets characters explored the interesting rocks
they encountered in the story.
Teachers who have used connections charts report
that they help students organize useful information
together in one place and that it is a great teaching tool
because it provides a format that the students can use
to track their thinking, record questions, and personal
meanings. Connections chart entries have also been
used to prompt and support classroom discussions.

Making Connections

The tasks of using research-based practices, getting
more science into a crowded curriculum, and making
important connections are easily accomplished when
language arts and science instruction are integrated.
Narrative informational literature and book talk groups
provide students with opportunities to ask questions
while they interact with science content and process
skills through literature. Connections charts help students recognize how understanding is developed over
time and provide opportunities to connect science
content to the real world by providing a framework
for students to discover for themselves how the topic
relates to them and why they care about it. O
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Connecting to the Standards

This article relates to the following National Science
Education Standards (NRC 1996):

Teaching Standards
Standard A:
Teachers of science plan an inquiry-based science
program for their students.
National Research Council (NRC). 1996. National science education standards. Washington, DC: National
Academy Press.
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NSTA Connection

Find a list of narrative informational trade books
compiled by the authors at www.nsta.org/sc0811.
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